Penny Black – Flying By #2

Technique: copic markers/die cutting

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 30 minutes

STAMPS:
Penny Black – Flying By

INKS:
Gina K Amalgam
Gina K Premium Pigment Ink - White

COPIC MARKERS:
Brays: C0, C1, C3
Pinks: RV10, RV13, RV21
Peach: E93, YR02, YR18
Green: YG03, YG23, YG67
Purple: V12, V15, V17

ACCESSORIES:
Uniball Signo White Gel Pen
MISTI Stamping Tool
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
Score Pal Mini
Silicone Bone Folder
Pretty Pink Posh Sugar Plum Mix Jewels
Picket Fence, Stamp Scrubber
Post It Note Tape

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White 110#
4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Misti to stamp the images in Amalgam Ink onto the card front.
2. Use the Post It Note Tape to mask off the Bunny to add ink to the flower, remove the post it note tape and stamp the flower at the bottom of the card. Repeat this step 5 times moving the stamp across the bottom of the card front.
3. Use the Copicos to color the images.
4. Place the card back into the Misti and stamp the sentiment.
5. Use the white Gel Pen to add highlights to the flowers and leaves.
6. Add a few jewels.
7. Clean the stamp with the stamp scrubber.
Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.

Please note this list is for both cards and not all supplies are used on both.

Penny Black Clear Stamps FLYING BY...
Penny Black FLYING BY CUT OUT Thin...
Gina K Designs OBSIDIAN Amalgam Ink...

Copic Sketch MARKER C0 COOL GRAY NO. 0
Copic Sketch Marker C1 COOL GRAY Grey...
Copic Sketch MARKER C3 COOL GRAY Grey...

Copic Sketch Marker RV10 PALE PINK...
Copic Sketch Marker RV13 TENDER PINK...
Copic Sketch Marker RV21 LIGHT PINK...
Copic Sketch Marker E93 TEA ROSE Soft...
Copic Sketch Marker YR02 LIGHT ORANGE...
Copic Sketch Marker YR18 SANGUINE...

Copic Sketch Marker YG03 YELLOW GREEN...
Copic Sketch Marker YG23 NEW LEAF...
Copic Sketch Marker YG67 MOSS Dark...

Copic Sketch Marker V12 PALE LILAC...
Copic Sketch Marker V15 MALLOW Violet...
Copic Sketch Marker V17 AMETHYST...

Uni-Ball Pen Signo Gel WHITE UM-153...
Pretty Pink Posh SUGAR PLUM Confetti...
Pretty Pink Posh VALENTINE Jewels Mix...
Simon Says Stamp WHITE CARDSTOCK 120...  [ SSS ]

Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB SMOOTH...  [ SSS ]

Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100# SURF...  [ SSS ]

Simon Says Stamp VELLUM SSSVEL12 at...  [ SSS ]

Studio Katia EMBELLISHMENT WAND sk014...  [ SSS ]

Studio Katia TRIANGLE TRAY sk2119 at...  [ SSS ]

Simon Says Stamp Stencils CLOUDS FOR...  [ SSS ]

Set of 5 BLENDER BRUSHES Mixed Sizes...  [ SSS ]